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• Fully Virtual

• Engaging & immersive 
user experience

• Highly configurable

• Based on latest 
technologies for AI 
and machine learning

• Proven to predict 
performance

• Solid scientific basis

• Accurate

• Design specifically 
for online delivery

Science + technology = talent prediction



Our clients
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Unified Assessment Platform

Full range of ATS Integrations

Digital 
Assessment

Centre

Video 
Interview

Blended 
Assessment

360 Degree 
Feedback

Predictive 
Analytics

Immersive 
homepage

Video to TextProprietary IP Flexible testing 
formats

Machine learningConfigurable 
modules

Best in Class 
Technology

Multi-tenant 
SaaS

Highly scalable

Integrated 
machine learning

AWS Security 
compliant

ISO 27001 
certified

Mobile delivery

Unified 
Candidate 
Experience

for integrated 
candidate 
experience

AI-driven 
analysis for 
rapid screening

situational, 
personality and 
cognitive, 
proven to 
predict 
outcomes

video-based, 
gamified, chat, 
image and 
text-based

enabling 
accurate and 
fair prediction

for pre and 
post-hire 
assessment
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Contact Centre Assessment

CANDIDATE 
HOMEPAGE

Interactive multimedia 
homepage providing 

briefing instructions & 
guidance

WHOLE-PERSON ASSESSMENT
One assessment measuring all the 

factors that drive success –
personality, verbal, numerical, 

checking & situational judgment. 
Fast, efficient and accurate 

screening.

VIDEO INTERVIEW
Applicants record responses 
to set interview questions, 
dramatically improving the 

efficiency of the hiring 
process

AUTOMATED 
SCORING & 
FEEDBACK

Reports for recruiters 
and candidates, fully 
automated, saving 

time, improving 
decisions.
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SCREENING

HIRING DECISION

Improve the accuracy of 
hiring decisions by 80%

Save 30% in time and labour 
costs through automated 
assessment process

Engaging candidate 
experience with feedback

for all

Fully scalable to meet 
peak volumes of 

applications

Business Benefits

Eliminate bias in the 
assessment process

Fully digitised for seamless 
mobile first candidate experience

Virtualised hiring for a 
contact-free environment

Assess the whole person 
including suitability for remote 
working
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ASSESSMENT

VIDEO INTERVIEW



Challenges facing 
contact centres
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What is happening in the market?

Rise of remote working
Pre-Covid, homeworking was impractical for most contact centres and since almost 
all have tested viability. Companies are looking at how to balance organisational 
requirements and personal preferences for virtual working and specifically in contact 
centres. Understanding the traits of high performers is key. 

Managing volume, efficiently and at pace
Covid means there are more people on the market looking for jobs, even if they are 
not suitable. Contact centres are being overwhelmed with applications, so how do 
you screen and select the best talent…quickly! 

Ramping for peak 
Many contact centres experience seasonal peaks in recruitment. How do you control 
quality when you are ramping at pace? 



Panel discussion
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Panel questions

What does contact centre 
recruitment look like in a
post-Covid world? 

What do you see as the main 
opportunities and drivers for 
improving contact centre hiring?

How is the role of the contact 
centre agent evolving?

If you could share one 
recommendation or learning
with our audience today, what 
would it be?
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Summary

• The contact centre assessment solution delivers a seamless and 
engaging candidate experience

• Best fit hires can be assessed quickly, accurately and fairly

• Retention significantly improved by finding best fit candidates

• 100% virtual end-to-end assessment of candidates if required, 
through screening and final assessment centre

• Immediate cost savings are available for recruitment teams now 
by transforming the hiring funnel

• Reduced Cost of Hire and Time to Hire deliver significant and 
tangible business benefit
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Next steps

ON-DEMAND WEBINAR

CONTENT PIECE

If you would like to explore your specific 

challenge and how we can help you deliver a 

seamless and engaging candidate experience, 

please get in touch.

You’ll receive an email later this week with a link 

to the recording and a copy of the slide deck.

GET IN TOUCH
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We’ll be sharing our latest content piece ‘Has 

Covid changed the ideal contact centre

candidate?’ in the next few weeks. 
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